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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to extend some of the results of [4] from modules to classes of 
upper continuous modular lattices which satisfy a certain generation resp. cogeneration property. 
The condition satisfied by a module generated by another module can be easily reformulated 
in a latticial setting [1], which is extended in the present paper to arbitrary posets, and further 
dualized in a very natural manner in order to define the general concept of a poset (co)generated 
by another poset. 
The existence of the supremum of the (dual) Krull dimensions of all fight R-modules having 
(dual) Krull dimension, called in [4] the riyht 9lobal (dual) Krull dimension of R, relies upon 
the existence of a (co)generator f the category Mod-R of all unital fight R-modules. This lead us 
to consider classes of posets that are (co)generated by a poset and to define and investigate their 
global (dual) Krull dimension, which are then very easily applied to Grothendieck categories. 
(~ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to introduce and investigate the concepts of  classes of posets 
(co)generated by a poset and their global (dual) Krull dimension. 
Two ordinals 6(R) and J°(R) associated with any associative ring R with identity 
were introduced in [3]: J(R) (resp. 6°(R)) is the supremum of the Krull dimensions 
(resp. dual Krull dimensions) of all right R-modules with Krull dimension (resp. dual 
Krull dimension). Note that according to a nice result of Lemonnier [8, Corollaire 6] 
a right R-module has Krull dimension if and only if it has dual Krull dimension. 
A first problem concerning these two ordinals is to study the relationship between 
them, that is, to find what is the order relation between 6°(R) and J(R). Some results 
concerning the case when 6°(R)<~(R) were obtained in [3]. In a subsequent paper [4], 
characterizations of rings R for which ~(R)= 0 (resp. 6°(R) = 0), or more generally 
6(R)<~ (resp. 6°(R)~<cQ for an ordinal c~>0, were given. 
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The main purpose of this paper is to extend some of the results of [4] from modules 
to classes of upper continuous modular lattices which satisfy a certain generation or 
cogeneration property. 
The condition satisfied by a module generated by another module can be easily 
reformulated in a latticial setting, which lead Albu and Smith to introduce in [1] the 
notion of a lattice generated by another lattice. This notion, which plays an important 
role in their subsequent paper [2], is extended in the present paper to arbitrary posets, 
and it is further dualized in a very natural manner in order to define the general concept 
of a poset (co)generated by another poset. 
The main idea involved in our process of extension of the notions and results 
from [3,4], from modules to posets, is the following: consider instead of a right R- 
module M the lattice 5¢(M) of all its submodules, and then, instead of the class 
of all right R-modules an arbitrary class of upper continuous modular lattices. The 
fact that the supremum of the (dual) Krull dimensions of all right R-modules hav- 
ing (dual) Krull dimension really exists relies eventually upon the existence of a 
(co)generator of Mod-R, and therefore we are naturally lead to consider classes of 
posets which are (co)generated by a poset. The dualization of the results from gen- 
eration to cogeneration is not automatic since the context in which we are working 
is always - -  as in the case of lattices of submodules of a module - -  that of upper 
continuous modular lattices, and a simple dualization would imply to change the set- 
ting from upper to lower continuous modular lattice, which is not the case we are 
interested in. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we fix the notation used throughout he paper, recall some basic 
definitions, and present a series of results on classes of posets having Krull dimension, 
which will be used in the following sections and which will extend similar results 
established for modules in [4]. 
By a poset we mean a partially ordered set. Without loss of generality we can 
suppose that all posets occurring in this paper have a least element 0 and a greatest 
element 1. If x ~< y are elements in a poset (E, ~< ) then y/x will denote the interval 
[x, y], i.e., y/x = { a E E Ix  ~<a ~< y}. A nonempty class 5f of posets is said to be closed 
under intervals if for every E E 5Y and every x ~< y in E one has y/x E Y'. The opposite 
poset of a poset E will be denoted by E °. 
Recall that a poset (E, ~< ) is Noetherian (or satisfies ACC) if there is no infinite 
strictly ascending chain xl < x2 < .. • in E, and Artinian (or satisfies DCC) if there is 
no infinite strictly descending chain x~ >x2 > -. • in E. 
The concept of Krull dimension is a measure of how close a poset is to being 
Artinian. For the reader's convenience we recall now this definition. 
The Krull dimension of a poset (E, ~< ), denoted by k(E), is an ordinal number 
defined recursively as follows: 
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k(E)=- I  if and only if E= {0}, where -1  is assumed to be the predecessor of 
zero. Let a/> 0 be an ordinal number, and assume that we have already defined which 
posets have Krull dimension/~ for any ordinal/? < a. Then we define what it means for 
a poset E to have Krull dimension a: k(E) = a if and only if we do not have k(E) = fl 
for any /~ < a, and for every descending chain 
xl >~x2~> .. .  ~>x,>~ -.. 
of elements of E, there exists a positive integer no such that k(x,/x,+l ) < ~ for all n >~ no, 
i.e., for all n>~no, k(x,/x,+l) has previously been defined and so, it is an ordinal <~. 
If  no ordinal a exists such that k(E) = a, we say that E does not have Krull dimension. 
The dual Krull dimension of the poset E, denoted by k°(E), is defined as (if it ex- 
ists!) the Krull dimension k(E °) of the opposite poset E ° of E. Note that the concept 
of Krull dimension (resp. dual Krull dimension) of an arbitrary poset was introduced 
initially by Lemonnier in [8] under the name deviation (resp. codeviation). A nice 
result due to Lemonnier [8, Corollaire 6] states that an arbitrary poset E has Krull 
dimension if and only if E has dual Krull dimension. 
Thus, k (E )=0 iff E is an Artinian poset and E C{0}, and k° (E )=0 iff E is a 
Noetherian poset and E # { 1 }. So, E is an Artinian (resp. Noetherian) poset iff k(E)<~ 0
(resp. k°(E) <<. 0). 
I f  ~ is an ordinal, then the notation k(E)<~ ~ (resp. k°(E)<<, ct) will be used to indicate 
that E has Krull dimension (resp. dual Krull dimension) and it is less than or equal to ~. 
Recall that a poset (E, ~< ) is said to be a-critical for an ordinal ~>0 if k (E )= a and 
k( l /e)<~ for any eEE, e#O. The poset E is said to be critical if E is a-critical for 
some ordinal a. An element eEE is called ~-critical (resp. critical) if c/O is ~-critical 
(resp. critical). The poset E is said to be ~-critical ° (resp. critical °) if the opposite set 
E ° is a-critical (resp. critical), i.e., if k°(E)= a and k°(e/O)< ~ for any e E E, e # 1. An 
element c E E is called a-critical ° (resp. critical °) if 1/c is a-critical ° (resp. critical°). 
It is known that any modular lattice E with 0 # 1, having Krull dimension, contains 
a critical element (see e.g., [10, Proposition 3.2.4]), as well as, by Lemonnier's re- 
sult [8, Corollaire 6] cited above, a critical ° element. Further, any nonzero element of 
an a-critical modular lattice is ~-critical (see, e.g., [10, Proposition 3.2.5]). So, again 
by [8, Corollaire 6], if E is an ~-critical ° modular lattice, then any cEE,  c# 1 is also 
a-critical ° . 
Throughout his paper R will denote an associative ring with nonzero identity, and 
Mod-R the category of all unital right R-modules. By an R-module we shall mean 
always a unital right R-module, and the notation MR will be used to emphasize that 
M is a right R-module. The notation N ~< M (resp. N <M)  will denote for a right 
R-module M that N is a submodule (resp. proper submodule) of M. 
For all undefined notation and terminology on modules, the reader is referred to [5]. 
Let f# be a Grothendieck category, i.e., an abelian category with exact direct limits 
and with a generator (see [12]). For any object X of c~ we shall denote by 5e(X) the 
lattice of all subobjects of X. The Krull dimension (resp. the dual Krull dimension) 
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of XEf~, denoted by k(X) (resp. k°(X)) is defined as follows: 
k(X) := k(Se(X)) (resp. k°(X) := k°(L,a(X))). 
In particular, for a unital right module MR over an associative ring R with identity 
k(m) :=k(~(m))  and k°(m): -k°(~(M)) .  
The definition of the Krull dimension of an object in a Grothendieck category 
can also be given by using a transfinite sequence of localizing subcategories of ff and 
suitable quotient categories of c~ (see [6,7]). 
In the sequel we shall use the following notation, where c~ ~>0 is an ordinal: 
= the class of all posets, 
JV" = the class of all Noetherian posets, 
~¢ = the class of all Artinian posets, 
o,U = the class of all posets with Krull dimension, 
X°= the class of all posets with dual Krull dimension, 
X~ = {E C ~ I k(E) ~< ~}, 
~o = {Ec ~01 k0(~) ~< ~}, 
Jg  = the class of all modular lattices, 
q /= the class of all upper continuous modular lattices. 
In view of the above mentioned result of Lemonnier, one has ~ = ~0.  Also, 
~¢U JffC_)ff. 
For any nonempty class X of posets we shall denote 
J{(X)  = ~','U n 5L r , 
~d(~)=,.dn Y,
~,(..¢) = ~,  n ~, 
,~°Or)= X° NS. 
The next result as well as its series of corollaries extend similar results from [4] 
established for modules. 
Proposition 2.1. Let 0 ~ ~r C_ 2, Y{ closed under intervals, and 0 ~ ~ c_ ~(~) .  The fol- 
lowin9 are equivalent: 
(1) ~=~(~) .  
(2) {y}E~ for any yEX, XEY',  and for any EEW\Yl there exists xEE with 
x/O¢~ and 1/x¢~,'. 
Proof. (1 )o (2)  : Suppose that (1) holds and let EE~ be such that for any xEE 
either x/OE~l or 1/xE~. 
Denote 
~= sup{k(x/O)IxEE, x/0E~},  
~= sup{k(1/x) lxEE, 1/xE~}, 
and 7=max(~,fl). 
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Let 
Xl ~ X2 ~ • . . 
be any descending chain of elements of E. Note that by the assumption on 3 r one has 
xi/xi+l Ef  for all i~>l. 
If 1/xiC~ for all i~> 1, then 1/xi has Krull dimension and 
k(X i -  l/Xi ) <~ k(1/x i  ) <~ fl ~ 7 
for all i >~ 2. 
If 1/x i~ l  for some i~>l, then, by the assumption on E, one has xi/OEY4, hence 
xi/O has Krull dimension, and 
k(x j _  I/Xj ) <~ k(xi /O ) <~ ~ <~ 32 
for all j ~> i + 1. 
It follows that E has Krull dimension (and k(E)~<7+ 1). Hence EEY 'N3f f=~(Sf ) .  
By ( 1 ), E EY¢, which proves the implication ( 1 ) ~ (2). 
(2 )o (1)  : Suppose that (2) holds and ~¢3( (3 f ) .  Let ~ be the least ordinal such 
that there exists EEOf ( f ) \~  with k(E)=~. Then ~¢-1 ,  for otherwise we would 
have E= {y}, contradicting the first condition in (2). 
By (2), there exists a descending chain 
1 =x0 >x~ >x 2 > • • - 
of elements of E with xi-i/xifL~/ for all i~> 1. Note that we have used again that 3 ~" 
is closed under intervals. 
But, there exists a positive integer n such that k(xn-t/x,,)< ~and this contradicts the 
choice of ~. Thus ~¢=:U( f ) .  [] 
Corollary 2.2. Let f be a nonempty class of posets, .35 closed under intervals, and 
~ >~0 an ordinal. The following are equivalent: 
(1) ~¢"(f) = ~U~(f). 
(2) For any EEf \~( f )  there exists xEE with x/Oq~Jff~ and 1/xq~g4~. 
Proof. Take ~=3((~( f )  in Proposition 2.1. [] 
Corollary 2.3. The following are equivalent for a nonempty class ~" of posets, f 
closed under intervals: 
(1) f ( f )=~4( f ) ,  i.e., any EES~" having Krull dimension is Artinian. 
(2) For each EE l  which is not Artinian there exists xEE with both x/O and 1Ix 
non-Artinian. 
Proof. Take ~=~' (Y ' )  in Proposition 2.1, or ~=0 in Corollary 2.2. [] 
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Corollary 2.4 (Albu and Smith [4]). The following are equivalent for a ring R: 
(1) Every right R-module with Krull dimension is Artinian. 
(2) For every non-Artinian right R-module M there exists a non-Artinian submodule 
N of M such that M/N is non-Artinian. 
Proof. Take in Corollary 2.3 as X the class {£#(MR)IM ~ Mod-R}. [] 
Corollary 2.5. Let X be a nonempty class of posets closed under intervals, and ~ >>. 0 
an ordinal. The following are equivalent: 
(1) ~(X)  = ~°(X) .  
(2) For any E E X \  JU°( X ) there exists x E E with x/O f[ ~o  and 1Ix g[ j{-o. 
Proof. Take ~/=~U~°(X) in Proposition 2.1. [] 
Corollary 2.6. The following are equivalent for a nonempty class X of posets, closed 
under intervals: 
(1) ~(X)=/V(X) ,  i.e., any E C X having Krull dimension is Noetherian. 
(2) For each E C X which is not Noetherian there exists x E E with both x/O and 
1/x non-Noetherian. 
Proof. Take YC--/V(X) in Proposition 2.1, or ~=0 in Corollary 2.5. [] 
Corollary 2.7 (Sarath [11, Theorem 2.7]). The following are equivalent for a ring R: 
(1) Every right R-module with Krull dimension is Noetherian. 
(2) For every non-Noetherian right R-module M there exists a non-Noetherian 
submodule N of M such that M/N is non-Noetherian. 
Proof. Take in Corollary 2.6 as X the class {Sf(MR)IM E Mod-R}. [] 
3. Generation and cogeneration of posets 
The aim of this section is to place in the general setting of Poset Theory the notions 
of generation and cogeneration, which play a key role in Module Theory. 
First of all, let us recall these notions from Module Theory. Let R be an associative 
ring with nonzero identity, and M, U two unital right R-modules. The module M is said 
to be U-generated (resp. U-cogenerated) if there exists a set 1 and an epimorphism 
U (1) --~M (resp. a monomorphism M ~ UI). 
The fact that M is U-generated can be expressed as follows: for any proper submod- 
ule N of M there exists a submodule P of M which is not contained in N, such that 
P is isomorphic to a quotient of the module U. Further, M is said to be completely 
U-generated in case any submodule of M is U-generated. This concept has been natu- 
rally extended in [1, 1.13(2)] to lattices as follows: a lattice L is completely generated 
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by a lattice G if for all a<b in L there exist cEL  and 9 E G such that c~<b, c ~ a 
and c/O-~ 1/9. We extend this concept o arbitrary posets: 
Definition 3.1. We say that a poset L is 9enerated by a poset G or is G-generated if
for any aS  1 in L there exist cCL and 9E G such that c~ a and c/O~- 1/9. The poset 
L is called completely 9enerated by G or completely G-generated if for any b E L, 
the interval b/O is G-generated, that is, for all a < b in L, there exist c E L and 9 E G 
such that c ~< b, c ~ a and c/O ~-l/.q. 
Clearly, if the R-module M is (completely) U-generated, then the lattice LP(MR) is 
(completely) L~(UR)-generated, but not conversely. 
Next we shall reformulate the concept of cogeneration for modules in terms suitable 
to be extended to arbitrary posets. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M, U be two R-modules. Then M is U-cogenerated if and only if 
for any OCN <~M there exists P<~M and U~ <<. U such that N ~ P and M/P~_U t. 
Proof. Suppose that M is U-cogenerated. Then, by [5, Remark 8.7(2)], there exists a 
nonempty family (P/)i~ 1 of submodules of M such that NiCI Pi = 0 and M/Pi embeds 
in U for all iE I .  
Let 0 C N<~M. Then, there exists j C I with N ~ Pj. Denote P )=P,  and consider 
the embedding ~:M/P ~ U of M/P = M/Pj in U. Then M/P ~-- U ~ with U ~ = Im(~). 
Conversely, assume that M satisfies the condition from the statement of the lemma. 
We have to show that M is U-cogenerated, that is Rej(M, U)- -0,  where 
Rej(M, U) = ["] Ker( f )  
.fCHomR(M, U ) 
is the reject of U in M. Suppose that Rej(M,U)¢0,  and denote N=Rej(M,U).  
By hypothesis, there exist P<.M and U'~< U such that N ~ P and M/P ~_ U'. Denote 
by [~ : M/P --+ U' the isomorphism M/P ~- U' and by 
h : M --~ M / P ---+ U ' ~--+ U 
the composition of /7 with the canonical morphisms M---~M/P and U"--+U. Then 
N ~< Ker(h)= P, contradicting N ~ P. Thus Rej(M, U)= 0, i.e., M is U-cogenerated. [] 
We say that a module M is completely U-cogenerated in case any factor module 
of M is U-cogenerated. 
Corollary 3.3. Let M, U be two R-modules. Then M is completely U-cogenerated 
if and only if for any K <L <~M there ex&ts P<~M with K <.P, L~ P, and U~ <<. U 
such that M/P ~ U t. 
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The considerations above lead us in a very natural way to introduce the following 
concepts: 
Definition 3.4. A poset L is said to be cogenerated by a poset C or C-cogenerated if
for any x ~ 0 in L there exist z E L and c E C with x ~ z and 1/z ~-c/O. The poset L 
is called completely cogenerated by C or completely C-cogenerated if for any y E L, 
the interval 1/y is C-cogenerated, that is, for any y<x in L there exist z EL and c E C 
with y<.z, x~ z and 1/z~_c/O. 
Remark 3.5. Note that the above definitions are perfect duals to the ones of (com- 
pletely) G-generated posets: the poset L is (completely) C-cogenerated if and only if 
the dual poset L ° of L is (completely) C°-generated. 
4. Global Krull dimension of a class of posets 
In this section we extend the concept of right global Krull dimension of a ring to 
posets, which applies directly to Grothendieck categories. 
Recall from [4] that for any ring R we have defined the right global Krull dimension 
r.gl.k(R) of R, denoted more simple also by 6(R), as follows: 
6(R) = sup{k(M) i MR has Krull dimension}. 
The existence of this ordinal really relies upon the fact that the module RR generates 
the category Mod-R. 
Having this in mind, we are naturally led to define the global Krull dimension of 
a nonempty class DV of posets, as follows: 
gl.k(~ r) := sup{k(L ) l L E ~(  ~) }. 
In the sequel we shall denote gl.k(X) more shortly by 6(~). Note that for a ring R, 
&(R) =gl.k({~q¢(MR)IMR has Krull dimension}). 
The existence of gl.k(~ r) is ensured for any class ~r which is generated by a lattice. 
More precisely, we introduce the following definition. 
Definition 4.1. Let G be a poset and 0~C_~.  We say that X is (completely) 
G-generated if any L E ~ is (completely) G-generated. 
Note that if ~ is a class of posets which is closed under intervals and G is a poset, 
then ~ is completely G-generated if and only if ~r is G-generated. 
Proposition 4.2. Let 0 ~ :Y C_ ql, ~Y closed under intervals, and G E Jr. I f  f is 
G-generated, then 6(~r) exists, and 
6(~Y) = sup{k(1/g) [g E G and 1/g has Krull dimension}. 
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Proof. Denote by ~t the given supremum. Let L E ~ff(Y') and x :~ 1 in L. Since ~ is 
G-generated, there exist y E L, g E G such that y ~ x and y/O ~-1/g. 
Now 
(x V y)/x ~-- y/(x A y), 
so that 
k((x V y)/x) = k(y/(x A y)) <<, k(y/O) = k(1/g) <~ . 
It follows that L E (~ N J l ) ,  where, for a nonempty subclass ~¢ff of ~ '  we have denoted 
in [2] 
( sC)={Xc~glVaEX,  a• l ,  3bEX, a<b, b/aE,~}. 
By [2, Corollary 3.11], one gets L E~,  hence k(L)<<,~. Thus 6(X)~<u. But clearly 
6(Y') >/2, and so we are done. [] 
Corollary 4.3. For any ring R one has 
6(R) = sup{k(M) ]MR is a cyclic R-module with Krull dimension}. 
Proof. Clearly any cyclic module MR is isomorphic to R/I for some right ideal I of R. 
Apply the foregoing proposition for X = {5°(MR)[M E Mod-R} and G = 5a(RR), and 
take into account hat RR is a generator of Mod-R. [] 
Corollary 4.4. Let R be any ring and G any generator of Mod-R. Then 
6(R) ~- sup{k(G/G')iG' <~G and G/G' has Krull dimension}. 
The above result can be extended also from Mod-R to any Grothendieck category N. 
Denote for any ordinal c~ ~> - 1 by aj~ the full subcategory of c~ consisting of all objects 
X in N having Krull dimension ~< 2. We obtain in this way a transfinite ascending 
filtration 
{0} = ff--i c~0c_~l  c ... c_~ c_ff~+t c_ ... 
of Serre subcategories of c~. This filtration can also be defined by using suitable quotient 
categories of ff (see [6,7]). 
Since c~ has a generator, it follows that there exists an ordinal 6 which is the least 
one for which ~ = ff~+l. This ordinal is precisely the global Krull dimension of the 
following class of lattices: 
{~(x) IX c ~}, 
called in the sequel the global Krull dimension of ~ and denoted by gl.k(ff), or more 
shortly, by 6(f6). 
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Corollary 4.5. Let f# be any Grothendieck category and G be any generator of ~#. 
Then 
6(f#) = sup{k(G/G') [ G' <<. G and G/G' has Krull dimension}. 
Proofi Apply Proposition 4.2 for f=  {5°(X)[XE~q} and use the fact that W_cq/ 
since ~q is a Grothendieck category, and X is ~e(G)-generated since G is a generator 
of f#. [] 
For a module MR consider the full subcategory a[M] of Mod-R consisting of all 
M-subgenerated modules, which is a Grothendieck category (see [13, 15.1]). Recall 
that a module X is called M-subgenerated if X is isomorphic to a submodule of an 
M-generated module. 
Denote by gl.k(M) or simply by 6(M) the global Krull dimension of the category 
a[M], and call it the global Krull dimension of M. 
Corollary 4.6. Let MR be any module and G be any generator of the category a[M]. 
Then 
6(M) = sup{k(G/G')] C <. G and GIG' has Krull dimension}. 
Corollary 4.7. Let MR be a module such that M (~) generates all its submodules. 
Then 
6(M) -= sup{k(M/M') I M' <~M and M/M' has Krull dimension}. 
Proof. The condition on M means precisely that M is a generator of the category 
a[M] (see [13, 15.5]). [] 
5. Global dual Krull dimension of a class of posers 
We are now going to introduce and investigate the global dual Krull dimension of 
a nonempty class of posets in a perfect dual manner to the one presented for the case 
of global Krull dimension. 
Recall from [4] that for any ring R we have defined the right global dual Krull 
dimension r.gl.k°(R) of R, denoted more simple also by 6°(R), as follows: 
6°(R) = sup{k°(M) lMR has (dual) Krull dimension}. 
The fact that this ordinal really exists relies upon the property that the category Mod-R 
has a cogenerator. 
Having this in mind, we are naturally led to define the global dual Krull dimension 
of a nonempty class ~ of posets, as follows: 
gl.k°(~) := sup{k°(L ) lL E ~r(~c)}. 
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In the sequel we shall denote gl.k°(Y ") more shortly by 6°(Y'). Note that for a ring R, 
6°(R)=gl.k°({~(MR)IMR has (dual) Krull dimension}). 
The existence of gl .k(f)  is ensured for any class W which is cogenerated by a 
lattice. More precisely, we introduce the following definition. 
Definition 5.1. Let C be a poset and O¢Y'C_ ~. We say that Y" is (completely) 
C-cogenerated if any L E ~ is (completely) C-cogenerated. 
Note that if 5f is a class of posets which is closed under intervals and C is a poset, 
then ~c is completely C-cogenerated if and only if f is C-cogenerated. 
Proposition 5.2. Let ~ ~ f c_ ~ll, Y{" closed under intervals, and C E~. I f  f is 
C-cogenerated, then 6°(X) exists, and 
go(~) = sup{kO(c/O) lcE C and c/O has (dual) Krull dimension}. 
Proof. Denote by 7 the given supremum. Let LEd(°(Sf)=oU(~) and x¢0  in L. 
Since Y" is C-cogenerated, there exists yEL and cEC such that x ~y  and 1/y ~-c/O. 
We have x A y <x and 
k°(x/(x A y)) : k°((x V y)/y) <~ k°(l/y) = k°(c/O) <~ . 
It follows that LE)d(°AJ/g(, where, for a nonempty subclass ~¢ of ~' ,  we have 
denoted in [2] 
)~ I (={X~ClVaEX,  a¢0,  3bEX, b<a, a/bEN}. 
By [2, Corollary 3.11], one deduces that LE~ °, hence k°(L)<<.~. Thus g°(X)~<~. But 
clearly 6°(X)~>~, which finishes the proof. [] 
Corollary 5.3. Let R be any rin9 and C any cogenerator of Mod-R. Then 
g°(R)= sup{k°(CP)I C~ <~C and C ~ has (dual) Krull dimension}. 
Remark 5.4. According to [3], one has 
g°(R) = sup{k°(K) IK is a cocyclic R-module with (dual) Krull dimension} 
which is perfectly dual to 
g(R) = sup{k(M)]M is a cyclic R-module with Krull dimension}. 
Recall that a module KR is called cocyclic (or subdirectly irreducible) if K contains 
an essential simple submodule. 
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Let now ~# be any Grothendieck category. Similar to the global Krull dimension 
gl.k(ff) = 6(~) of f# we can define the 9lobal dual Krull dimension of f¢ as follows: 
gl.k0(~#) = 60(f#)= sup{k0(X)[XE f# has (dual) Krull dimension}. 
This ordinal always exists according to the next result: 
Corollary 5.5. Let ~# be any Grothendieck cateoory and C any cogenerator of ~#. 
Then 
6°(fq) = sup{k°(C')[ C' <.C and C' has (dual) Krull dimension}. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 5.2 for W={&g(X) [XE~} and use the fact that W C~'  
since ff is a Grothendieck category, and 5f is &g(C)-cogenerated since C is a cogen- 
erator of ft. [] 
6. When is global Krull dimension ~< 
The aim of this section is to characterize the classes of lattices 5f which are 
G-generated such that 6(Y')~<~. 
For any poset E and any ordinal c~ >~0 we shall use in the sequel the following 
notation: 
&g~(E) = {x [xEE and k(1/x) ~}.  
For a poset E the notation k(E) ~c( (resp. k°(E) ~)  means that either E has not 
Krull dimension or k(E) (resp. k°(E)) exists, but it is an ordinal /3, with/3 > e. 
Note that for c( = 0 we get 
&g0(E)= {x [xEE and 1Ix is not Artinian}. 
Lemma 6.1 (Albu and Smith [2, Corollary 3.14]; Nfistfisescu and Van Oystaeyen 
[10, Corollary 3.2.12]). For any LE~ A~li one has 
k(L) = sup(k(y/x) [ x < y E L, y/x is critical}. 
Lemma 6.2. Let ~>~0 be an ordinal, EE~ and xEE. Then x & a maximal element 
of &g~(E) if and only if 1/x is (or+ 1)-critical. 
Proof. Suppose that x is a maximal element of &g~(E). Then k(1/x) ~ .  Let 
1 =x0>~xi >~ ..- ~>x 
be a descending chain in 1Ix. 
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Either Xs =Xs+l . . . . .  x for some integer s, or 1/x, has Krull dimension ~<c~ for all 
n >~ 1. In either case k(x~/xo+l )~ for all n >~s. It follows that 1/x has Krull dimension 
(<~ + 1), and then k(1/x)=~ + 1. Further, if yEL, y>x, then y~e~(G) ,  hence 
k(1/y)<~, showing that 1Ix is (7 + 1)-critical. 
Conversely, if 1Ix is (~ + 1)-critical, then k(1/x)=ct + 1, hence xESa~(G), and 
k(1/y)<<.~ for all yEL, y>x,  i.e., x is a maximal element of 5e~(E). Z] 
Proposition 6.3. Let 0 ~ 9f c_ ~ll, 35 closed under intervals, G E 35, and ~ >>- 0 an 
ordinal. I f  3f is G-generated, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) a(~)~<~. 
(2) ~(G)  is either the empty set or it does not contain a maximal member. 
Proof. (1)=>(2): Suppose that LP~(G) contains a maximal member f .  Then 1/f  is 
(~ + l)-critical by Lemma 6.1, and so k(1/f)--c~ + 1, hence 6(Y')~>~ + 1. 
(2) ~ (1): Suppose that 6(35)> ~. Then there exists X E 35 with k(X)= fl, and/~ > ~. 
According to [9, Proposition 6.1.7] there exists an interval 1 in X with k( I)=ct + 1. 
Note that I E 35 since 5( is closed under intervals. So, without loss of generality we 
may assume that X E ~r and k(X) = ct + 1. 
According to Lemma 6.1, there exists x <y  in X such that y/x is (~ + 1)-critical. 
Since y/x is G-generated, by definition there exists z E y/x, z ¢x  and g~ G such that 
z/x~_ 1/g. But y/x is (7 + 1)-critical, hence z/x is also (c~ + 1)-critical. It follows that 
1/g is (~ + 1 )-critical, and consequently, by Lemma 6.2, g is a maximal element of 
AP~(G). This completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 6.4. Let 0¢35C~1l, ~ closed under intervals, and G E35. I f  ~ is 
G-generated, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 5¢f(5~') : ~¢(X), i.e., any EEl~ having Krull dimension is Artinian. 
(2) 5('0(G) is either the empty set or it does not contain a maximal member. 
Proof. Take 7 = 0 in the foregoing proposition. [] 
Corollary 6.5. Let f¢ be a Grothendieck category, G a generator of ~ and ~ >~ 0 an 
ordinal. Then the following are equivalent: 
( l ) ,~C¢) <<. ~. 
(2) The poset {X C_ G [k(G/X) ~ct} of subobjects of G is either the empty set or 
it does not contain a maximal member. 
Corollary 6.6. Let ~ be a Grothendieck category and G a generator of ft. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) Any object of f~ having Krull dimension is Artin&n. 
(2) The poset {X C GIG/)( is not Artinian} of subobjects of G is either the empty 
set or it does not contain a maximal member. 
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Corollary 6.7 (Albu and Smith [4]). Let R be ring, GR a generator of the category 
Mod-R, and ~ >~ 0 an ordinal. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 6(R) ~< ~. 
(2) The poset {X <~GR I k( G /X)~} of submodules of G is either the empty set or 
it does not contain a maximal member. 
Corollary 6.8. Let 0 ¢ X C_ ql, X closed under intervals, G E 3£, and ot >~ 0 an ordinal. 
I f  X is G-generated, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) k(G)<. :~. 
(2) 6(X)<~a and .~(G)  is either the empty set or a Noetherian poset. 
Proof. Clearly (1)=~(2). Conversely, if (2) is satisfied, then, according to 
Proposition 6.3, ~(G)  has to be empty. Hence 0~'~(G),  i.e., k(G)=k(1/O)<~ot. [] 
Corollary 6.9. Let (~ ~ X C ~ll, X closed under intervals, and G E X. 
G-generated, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) G is Artinian. 
(2) 6(X)<~O and ~LPo(G) is either the empty set or a Noetherian poset. 
i fX i s  
Corollary 6.10. Let ~ be a Grothendieck category, G a generator of f#, and ~>~0 
an ordinal. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) k(G)<~c~. 
(2) 5(cB)~<~ and the poset {X C_ G]k(G/X) ~ot} of subobjects of G is either the 
empty set or is Noetherian. 
Corollary 6.11. The following are equivalent for a Grothendieck category f¢ with a 
generator G: 
(1) G is Artinian. 
(2) Any object of f# having Krull dimension is Artinian (i.e., 6(f#)~<0) and the 
poset {X C_ G ] G/X is not Artinian) of subobjects of G is either the empty set or is 
Noetherian. 
The next result improves Corollary 2.2 in the case of classes of upper continuous 
lattices. 
Proposition 6.12. Let 0 ~ X C_ U, X closed under intervals, and ~ >~0 an ordinal. The 
following are equivalent: 
(1) ~(X)  = ~(X) .  
(2) For any LEX\.~ff~(X) there exists xEL with x/O~ ~ and 1/xf[o,T'~. 
(3) For any LCX\X~(X)  there exists xEL with 1/xq[~. 
Proof. (1)¢~,(2)=~(3) by Corollary 2.2. Suppose that (3) holds, and ~F(X)~ 
gU~(X). By an argument used in the proof of Proposition 6.3, there exists a 
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lattice LE35 which is (~ + 1)-critical. Thus, for any xEL, x¢O one has k(1/x)<~, 
contradicting (3). [] 
7. When is dual global Krull dimension ~< 
The aim of this section is to characterize the classes of lattices 35 which are 
C-cogenerated such that ~0(35)~<:~. 
For any poset E and any ordinal ~ ~>0 we shall use in the sequel the following 
notation: 
~°(E)  = {x [xEE and k°(x/O) ~£~}. 
Note that for e = 0 we get 
£P°(E) = {x [xEE and x/O is not Noetherian}. 
Lemma 7.1 (Albu and Smith [2, Corollary 3.14]). I f LEo~n~l ,  then 
k ° (L) = sup {k ° (y/x) I x < y E L, y/x is critical o }. 
Lemma 7.2. Let c~>>.O be an ordinal, EE~ and xEE. Then x is a minimal element 
of S° (E )  if and only if x/O is (c~ + 1)-critical °. 
Proof. Suppose that x is a minimal element of ~°(C).  Then k°(x/O) ~.  Let 
Xo~<Xl ~<".<~x 
be an ascending chain in x/O. 
Either Xs =Xs+l . . . . .  x for some integer s, or xn/O has dual Krull dimension ~<e 
for all n>~l. In either case k°(xn+l/x~)<~c~ for all n>~s. It follows that x/O has dual 
Krull dimension (~<c~ + 1), and then k°(x/O)=~t + 1. Further, if yEL, y<x,  then 
yq[Sfl°(G), hence k°(y/O)<<.ot, showing that x/O is (~ + 1)-critical °.
Conversely, if x/O is (~ + 1)-critical °, then k°(x/O)=e + 1, hence xE L~a°(G), and 
k°(y/O)<~ot for all yEL, y<x,  i.e., x is a minimal element of 5¢°(E). [] 
Proposition 7.3. Let 0 ~ 35 C_ s/l, 35 closed under intervals, C E 3(, and ~ >1 0 an ordi- 
nal. I f  35 is C-cogenerated, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 6°(35)...< ~.
(2) LP°(C) is either the empty set or it does not contain a minimal member. 
Proof. (1 )o (2) :  Suppose that £P~(C) contains a minimal member b. Then b/O is 
(c~ + 1 )-critical ° by Lemma 7.1, and so k°(b/O) = c~ + 1, hence 60(35) t> ~ + 1. 
(2 )o (1) :  Suppose that 6°(35)>cc Then there exists XEf  with k°(X)=fl ,  and 
fl>~. According to the dual result of [9, Proposition 6.1.7] there exists an interval I
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in X with k°( I )= ~ + 1. Note that I E Y" since Y" is closed under intervals. So, without 
loss of generality we may assume that XEY" and k°(X)= c~ + 1. 
According to Lemma 7.1, there exists x<y in X such that y/x is (~ + 1)-critical °.
Since y/x is C-cogenerated, by definition there exists z E y/x, z ~ y and c E C such that 
y/z ~- c/O. But y/x is (~ + 1)-critical °, hence y/z is also (c~ + 1 )-critical °. It follows 
that c/O is (~ + 1)-critical °, and consequently, by Lemma 7.2, c is a minimal element 
of 5¢°(C). This completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 7.4. Let 0 ¢ ~T C_ oll, ~Y closed under intervals, and C E ~Y. I f  f is 
C-cogenerated, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 3ff(Y') = JV'(f), i.e., any E E :Y having Krull dimension is Noetherian. 
(2) ~°(C)  is either the empty set or it does not contain a minimal member. 
Proof. Take ~ = 0 in the foregoing proposition. [] 
Corollary 7.5. Let f# be a Grothendieck category, C a cogenerator of f~, and c~ >~0 
an ordinal. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) ~o(~)<<~. 
(2) The poset {X C_ C Ik°(X) ~} of subobjects of C is either the empty set or it 
does not contain a minimal member. 
Corollary 7.6. Let f# be a Grothendieck category and C a cogenerator of f#. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) Any object of ~ having Krull dimension is Noetherian. 
(2) The poset {X C_ C IX is not Noetherian} of subobjects of C is either the empty 
set or it does not contain a minimal member. 
Corollary 7.7 (Albu and Smith [4]). Let R be ring, CR a cogenerator of the category 
Mod-R, and a >>. 0 an ordinal. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) ~°(R)<~. 
(2) The poset {X <,CR Ik°(X) ~a} of submodules of C is either the empty set or 
it does not contain a minimal member. 
Corollary 7.8. Let 0 ~ f c Y[, f closed under intervals, C E f ,  and ~ >>. 0 an ordinal. 
I f  f is C-cogenerated, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) k°(C)<~. 
(2) 6°(f)<~ct and ~°(C)  is either the empty set or an Artinian poset. 
Proof. Clearly (1)o(2) .  Conversely, if (2) is satisfied, then, according to 
Proposition 7.3, ~'°(C) has to be empty. Hence 1 ~°(C) ,  i.e., k°(C)=k°(1/0)~<cc []
Corollary 7.9. Let 0 ¢ ~ C_ Y[, ~f closed under intervals, and C EX. I f  ~r is C- 
cogenerated, then the following are equivalent: 
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(1) C is Noetherian. 
(2) 6°(f)~<0 and ~-a~°(C) is either the empty set or an Artinian poset. 
Corollary 7.10. Let f~ be a Grothendieck category, C a cogenerator of f#, and ~ >~ 0 
an ordinal. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) k°(C)<~. 
(2) 6o(f#)~<~ and the poset {YC_ C[k°(X) q~c~} oJ" subobjects of C is either the 
empty set or is Artinian. 
Corollary 7.11. The following are equivalent for a Grothendieck category f# with a 
cogenerator C: 
(1) C is Noetherian. 
(2) Any object of ~ having Krull dimension is Noetherian (i.e., 6°(aJ)~<0) and the 
poser {X C_ C [ C is not Noetherian} of subobjects of C is either the empty set or is 
Artinian. 
The next result improves Corollary 2.5 in the case of classes of upper continuous 
lattices. 
Proposition 7.12. Let O ~ Y{" C_ ~, f closed under intervals, and ~ >~0 an ordinal The 
following are equivalent: 
(1) ~(X)  = ~o( f ) .  
(2) For any LEf \ :~f f° ( f )  there exists xEL with x /Of [ f  ° and 1/xf[~~ °. 
(3) For any L~f\AV~(:T) there exists xEL with x/Of[J~ff °.
Proof. (1)~=~,(2)=~(3) by Corollary 2.5. Assume that (3) holds, and ~{-(~c)¢ 
~ffo(~). By an argument used in the proof of Proposition 7.3, there exists a lat- 
tice LEg" which is (c~ + 1)-critical °. Thus, for any xEL, x¢  1 one has k°(x/O)<~, 
contradicting (3). [] 
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